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Novel Methods to Design Low-Complexity 
Digital Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters

INTRODUCTION

A discrete-time signal is a sequence of numbers, 
so-called samples. A sample lasts Ts seconds, then 
another sample appears during the next Ts seconds 
and so on, forming the sequence. The time Ts is 
called sampling period and the number produced 
in the n-th sampling period (i.e., after n times Ts 
seconds) is denoted as x(nTs). For analysis purposes 
it is usual to assume that x(nTs) = 0 for negative 
values of n and, in general, the samples can be 
complex numbers. If so, the signal is a complex 
signal. In these analyses, the digital frequency f 
is a value that expresses how much of a cycle of 
a sinusoidal wave is represented by a sample. In 
general terms, discrete-time signals may contain 
information for different values of f.

A digital filter is a system that receives a dis-
crete-time signal and returns another discrete-time 
signal with modified characteristics (Antoniou, 
2006). Many digital filters exhibit the Linear 
Time-Invariant (LTI) property. When the input 
signal x(nTs) has the value 1 for n = 0 and 0 for 
other values of n, the output signal of a LTI digital 
filter is called impulse response. LTI digital filters 
are often classified by the duration of its impulse 
response as Infinite-duration Impulse Response 
(IIR) or Finite-duration Impulse Response (FIR) 
filters (Tan & Jiang, 2013). Additionally, a LTI 
digital filter is generally described by its frequency 
response, which is the response of the filter to a 
complex exponential signal with frequency 2πf. 
The frequency response is a complex function of f 

and is periodic over f, with a period of 1/Ts. Because 
of this periodicity, the frequency response is just 
observed in the range of values from f = –1/2Ts to 
f = 1/2Ts. As a complex function, the frequency 
response has two functions associated with it: its 
magnitude response and its phase response.

When the values of the impulse response are 
real, the magnitude response is symmetric and 
the phase response is anti-symmetric around f = 
0 (Taylor, 2012). Thus, these responses are just 
observed in the range of values from f = 0 to f 
= 1/2Ts. Systems with real impulse response are 
used in a wide variety of applications, being one 
of the most common the traditional low-pass fil-
ter. This filter passes the frequency components 
of the input signal that range from 0 to fp and 
rejects the frequency components of the signal 
that range from fs to 1/2Ts, with 0 < fp < fs < 1/2Ts. 
The values fp and fs are the passband edge and the 
stopband edge frequencies, respectively, whereas 
the range from 0 to fp is the passband, the range 
from fs to 1/2Ts is the stopband and the difference 
fs – fp is the transition band. The ideal values of 
the magnitude response in passband and stopband 
are, respectively, 1 and 0. For a realizable filter, 
an acceptable deviation from these ideal values 
must be specified. Usually, these deviations are 
represented as the numbers δp and δs, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the specifications of the magnitude 
response of a low-pass filter, along with the ideal 
response and the actual magnitude response of 
the filter, denoted as |H(f)|. For analysis purposes 
it is usual to assume Ts = 1, i.e., x(nTs) = x(n). 
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Thus, in Figure 1 the range of interest of values 
f is from 0 to 1/2. 

Digital FIR filters play a central role in modern 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) systems. These 
filters find extensive applications in communi-
cation systems, audio systems, instrumentation, 
image enhancement, processing of geophysical 
signals, processing of biological signals, among 
others (Antoniou, 2006).This is mainly due to the 
advantages of FIR filters, being the most important 
(Taylor, 2012): 

• Absolute stability. 
• The fact that FIR filters can be designed to 

have linear phase response. 

The main disadvantage of conventional FIR 
filter designs is that they require, especially in 
applications demanding narrow transition bands, 
a high number of arithmetic operations and hard-
ware components. This makes the implementation 
of FIR filters with narrow transition bands very 
costly (Taylor, 2012). However, several methods 
to design low-complexity FIR filters have been 
developed over the past three decades, approxi-
mately. One of the most popular approaches among 
them consists on designing an overall filter as an 
interconnection of simple subfilters, where some 
of these subfilters have a frequency response with 
one or more of its periodic shapes, so-called im-

ages, appearing into the range 0 < f < 1/2 (in other 
words, the period of the frequency response of 
these subfilters is 1/2 or smaller). These methods 
are classified as “frequency response masking 
methods”. This approach is adequate from a low 
power consumption perspective, since the sub-
filters are simple and the overall filter performs 
a lower number of computations in comparison 
to a direct design. 

The design of low-complexity FIR filters 
is a challenging task since many aspects have 
to be taken into account. The efficient design 
of FIR digital filter needs a trade-off between 
very stringent design specifications, low power 
consumption, low area requirements, high speed 
of computations and low time and design effort. 
An acceptable design should balance the trade-
off to a reasonable degree. Thus, in this chapter 
we introduce a review of methods employed to 
efficiently design low-complexity linear-phase 
FIR filters. 

BACKGROUND

A FIR filter produces a signal y(n) as follows, 

y n h k x n k
k

N

( ) ( ) ( )= −
=
∑
0

 (1)

where the integer N is the filter order and the 
values h(k), with 0 < k < N, are the samples of 
the impulse response of the filter. A FIR filter 
has a linear phase if its impulse response satisfies 
either h(k) = h(N – k), which is called condition 
of symmetry, or h(k) = –h(N – k), which is called 
condition of anti-symmetry, for 0 < k < N. Figure 
2 illustrates the impulse response of a symmetric 
filter for N even. 

The direct-form implementation of a symmet-
ric filter for N even is presented in Figure 3. The 
filter consists of three types of digital circuits: 
multipliers, adders and delays. Among them, 
multipliers are the most critical blocks in terms 
of power consumption and speed of operation 

Figure 1. Magnitude response specifications of 
a low-pass filter
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